PROJECT GOALS & OBJECTIVES

1. Provide sport field & court lighting to increase recreational opportunities at the park.

2. Increase pedestrian light levels to ensure safety.

3. Make subtle alterations to increase visibility & usability, while not altering the function of existing spaces.

4. Ensure that all renovations minimize visual impact to and from the park.
LIGHTING & SECURITY ENHANCEMENTS OVERVIEW
UPGRADED PEDESTRIAN LIGHT POLES/FIXTURES

EXISTING

PROPOSED

Victoria Manalo Draves Park
Lighting & Security Enhancements
NEW SPORTS LIGHTING AT BASKETBALL COURT

EXISTING

PROPOSED
NEW SPORTS LIGHTING AT BASEBALL FIELD

EXISTING

PROPOSED
ADDITIONAL BASEBALL FIELD NETTING

EXISTING

PROPOSED
SITE DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS OVERVIEW

① Lowered lawn mound to improve visibility

② Expanded community garden space with additional planters

③ New central seatwall facing lawn mound

④ Additional planted areas

⑤ Paths connecting both playgrounds
LOWERED LAWN MOUND

EXISTING

PROPOSED
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Victoria Manalo Draves Park
Lighting & Security Enhancements
EXPANDED COMMUNITY GARDEN

EXISTING

PROPOSED

Victoria Manalo Draves Park
Lighting & Security Enhancements